
PNGISD Elementary Academic Camps

Week 1 Academic Camps - June 7th -10th

Week/Date Grade
Level

Title and Description

Week:1
June 7-10

K/1st Pirates! Mermaids and Sharks! Oh My! With Ms. Davis
Set sail on Monday to explore the depths of the deep blue sea.  Then  we'll
jump on board and sail the seven seas with pirates for a day.  While searching
for buried treasure we'll explore mermaids and sharks for the rest of the week.
During our adventure we'll talk like a pirate and walk the plank, dive with the
dolphins, make mermaid slime, and dig for buried treasure without sinking our
ship!

Week:1
June 7-10

1st/2nd The Colorful Creations of Eric Carle with Ms. Martin
Join us as we explore literary elements in the works of Eric Carle.
Monday- Go on a flashlight scavenger hunt, make smores, and mason jar art
with The Very Lonely Firefly.
Tuesday- Dig in the dirt and plant seeds while learning about life cycles with
The Tiny Seed and The Very Hungry Caterpillar.
Wednesday- Explore the heavens with Little Cloud, Draw Me a Star, and Papa
Please Get the Moon for Me. Make and munch on phases of the moon Oreos,
and paint a suncatcher.
Thursday- Explore the ocean in a virtual field trip, and create tissue paper art
with Mr. Seahorse. Make sand pudding cups, build a Lego shell, and make
handprint art with A House for Hermit Crab.

Week:1
June 7-10

1st/2nd Creepy Crawlers with Ms. Cole and Ms. Mitchell
Discover insects and arachnids; mouth parts that chew, siphon, pierce, and
absorb, and antennas that smell and hear. Collect worms, and watch them dig
on down. Go on scavenger hunts to find cool predators, prey, and parasites.
With hundreds of insects  from around the world and millions of real insects in
every neighborhood, kids will never get bored with Bug Camp!

Week:1
June 7-10

3rd Out Of This World with Ms. Hebert
Join us as we explore and learn about all the things in space from planets,
comets, stars, the moon and beyond. Strengthen all academic areas while
enjoying hands on activities each day, including building a rocket.

Week:1
June 7-10

3rd/4th Summer Snacking with Math and Science and  Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Join us in the science lab  with hands-on experiments about mixtures and
solutions, states of matter, heat and temperatures. Then we will jump into the
math world learning about finance, measurements, problem solving with
measurements and temperatures.  Learning will be so much fun with food
items to help us learn everyday!



Week:1
June 7-10

4th/5th Storytime Summer with Ms. Underwood
Calling all book lovers! Join us in our week long literature circle as we read
and discuss a variety of books.  Through conversations we will build
community, learn critical speaking and listening behaviors, as well as deepen
our understanding of books. We will work on creative projects and share what
we read.

Week:1
June 7-10

4th/5th Traveling Through Space with Ms. Mayfield
Join us in the "space station" and travel through multiple locations in our
Milky-way Galaxy. In this journey, we will first learn about forces that make our
rocket take off and some of the ways that NASA astronauts adapt while in
flight.  We will also learn about the life cycle of a star and measure the
distance between stars within constellations. We will learn how stars are
categorized on a graph and plot them according to the x & y axis. Learning
interesting facts about our stars, the Sun, and using its heat with a solar oven
is just another fun activity we will do. Once we pass the stars, we will then be
able to compare/contrast the  planets in our solar system. For our last stop we
will work in teams to engineer a STEM space lander to reach the moon
making sure our marshmallow passengers hit the moon's rocky surface safely.
At this destination we will examine the different phases of the moon. After
safely returning to planet Earth, we will create/design a mission patch.

Week 2  Academic Camps - June 14th -17th

Week/Date Grade
Level

Title and Description

Week 2:
June 14-17

Kinder Camp Read-A-Lot with Mrs. Stafford
We will transform our classroom into a camping site and continue working on
the skills we learned in Kindergarten through camp themed centers and fun
filled activities! It is sure to be educational and entertaining! Come camp out
with us!!

Week 2:
June 14-17

1st/2nd The Colorful Creations of Eric Carle with Ms. Martin
Join us as we explore literary elements in the works of Eric Carle.
Monday- Go on a flashlight scavenger hunt, make smores, and mason jar art
with The Very Lonely Firefly.
Tuesday- Dig in the dirt and plant seeds while learning about life cycles with
The Tiny Seed and The Very Hungry Caterpillar.
Wednesday- Explore the heavens with Little Cloud, Draw Me a Star, and Papa
Please Get the Moon for Me. Make and munch on phases of the moon Oreos,
and paint a suncatcher.
Thursday- Explore the ocean in a virtual field trip, and create tissue paper art
with Mr. Seahorse. Make sand pudding cups, build a Lego shell, and make
handprint art with A House for Hermit Crab.

Week 2:
June 14-17

1st/2nd Creepy Crawlers with Ms. Cole and Ms. Mitchell
Discover insects and arachnids; mouth parts that chew, siphon, pierce, and
absorb, and antennas that smell and hear. Collect worms, and watch them dig
on down. Go on scavenger hunts to find cool predators, prey, and parasites.
With hundreds of insects  from around the world and millions of real insects in



every neighborhood, kids will never get bored with Bug Camp!

Week 2:
June 14-17

2nd/3rd Pirates! Mermaids and Sharks! Oh My! With Ms. Davis
Set sail on Monday to explore the depths of the deep blue sea.  Then  we'll
jump on board and sail the seven seas with pirates for a day.  While searching
for buried treasure we'll explore mermaids and sharks for the rest of the week.
During our adventure we'll talk like a pirate and walk the plank, dive with the
dolphins, make mermaid slime, and dig for buried treasure without sinking our
ship!

Week 2:
June 14-17

2nd/3rd Billeaud’s Operating Room at Indian Medical Center
Join us as we explore the human body, do Text Feature Surgery, a Character
Autopsy, and work in a  Place Value Hospital.  From a Lung Simulation, Robot
Hand, and Brain Cap, to an amazing Bone Bridge we will learn about our
bones, our circulatory system, our internal organs, and all of our muscles.
While exploring the body we will be "sharpening" our reading, writing, math,
and of course science skills.  We will also make some tasty treats including
Bone Biscuits, edible Band-Aids, a Candy Spine, and Brain Pudding.

Week 2:
June 14-17

3rd Out Of This World with Ms. Hebert
Join us as we explore and learn about all the things in space from planets,
comets, stars, the moon and beyond. Strengthen all academic areas  while
enjoying hands on activities each day including  building a rocket.

Week 2:
June 14-17

3rd/4th Summer Snacking with Math and Science and  Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Join us in the science lab  with hands-on experiments about mixtures and
solutions, states of matter, heat and temperatures . Then we will jump into the
math world learning about finance, measurements, problem solving with
measurements and temperatures.  Learning will be so much fun with food
items to help us learn everyday!

Week 2:
June 14-17

4th/5th Storytime Summer with Ms. Underwood
Calling all book lovers! Join us in our week long literature circle as we read
and discuss a variety of books.  Through conversations we will build
community, learn critical speaking and listening behaviors, as well as deepen
our understanding of books. We will work on creative projects and share what
we read.

Week 2:
June 14-17

4th/5th Traveling Through Space with Ms. Mayfield
Join us in the "space station" and travel through multiple locations in our
Milky-way Galaxy. In this journey, we will first learn about forces that make our
rocket take off and some of the ways that NASA astronauts adapt while in
flight.  We will also learn about the life cycle of a star and measure the
distance between stars within constellations. We will learn how stars are
categorized on a graph and plot them according to the x & y axis. Learning
interesting facts about our stars, the Sun, and using its heat with a solar oven
is just another fun activity we will do. Once we pass the stars, we will then be
able to compare/contrast the  planets in our solar system. For our last stop we
will work in teams to engineer a STEM space lander to reach the moon
making sure our marshmallow passengers hit the moon's rocky surface safely.
At this destination we will examine the different phases of the moon. After
safely returning to planet Earth, we will create/design a mission patch.



Week 3  Academic Camps - June 21st -24th
Week/Date Grade

Level
Title and Description

Week 3:
June 21-24

Kinder. Camp Read-A-Lot with Mrs. Stafford
We will transform our classroom into a camping site and continue working on
the skills we learned in Kindergarten through camp themed centers and fun
filled activities! It is sure to be educational and entertaining! Come camp out
with us!!

Week 3:
June 21-24

1st A Twist on Fairy Tales with Ms. Balsamo
A fractured fairytale takes a classic fairytale and adds a twist, changes
characters, or often involves something humorous. Join us as we use our
imaginations, interact with one another through hands-on activities including
STEM and enjoy some of our favorite childhood  stories while growing our
reading, writing, math and science skills and seeing how they can become
twisted!!

Week 3:
June 21-24

2nd Out Of This World with Ms. Hebert
Join us as we explore and learn about all the things in space from planets,
comets, stars, the moon and beyond. Strengthen all academic areas  while
enjoying hands on activities each day including  building a rocket.

Week 3:
June 21-24

2nd/3rd Pirates! Mermaids and Sharks! Oh My! With Ms. Davis
Set sail on Monday to explore the depths of the deep blue sea.  Then  we'll
jump on board and sail the seven seas with pirates for a day.  While searching
for buried treasure we'll explore mermaids and sharks for the rest of the week.
During our adventure we'll talk like a pirate and walk the plank, dive with the
dolphins, make mermaid slime, and dig for buried treasure without sinking our
ship!

Week 3:
June 21-24

2nd/3rd Billeaud’s Operating Room at Indian Medical Center:
Join us as we explore the human body, do Text Feature Surgery, a Character
Autopsy, and work in a  Place Value Hospital.  From a Lung Simulation, Robot
Hand, and Brain Cap, to an amazing Bone Bridge we will learn about our
bones, our circulatory system, our internal organs, and all of our muscles.
While exploring the body we will be "sharpening" our reading, writing, math,
and of course science skills.  We will also make some tasty treats including
Bone Biscuits, edible Band-Aids, a Candy Spine, and Brain Pudding.

Week 3:
June 21-24

2nd/3rd The Art of Appreciation: Art, Music and Writing with Ms. LaRue
Join us as we learn about famous artists and different types of music each
day!  From art projects and movement,enjoying music and journaling you are
sure to have a creative and relaxing time!!

Week 3:
June 21-24

4th Wild Robots with Ms. Lewis
Join us for some robot fun as we read The Wild Robot, create robots, explore
and investigate animal adaptations all while growing our reading, writing,
science skill and using our creativity.



Week 3:
June 21-24

4th/5th Storytime Summer with Ms. Underwood
Calling all book lovers! Join us in our week long literature circle as we read
and discuss a variety of books.  Through conversations we will build
community, learn critical speaking and listening behaviors, as well as deepen
our understanding of books. We will work on creative projects and share what
we read.

Week 3:
June 21-24

4th/5th “Uke” Can Do It! Ukuleles, Recorders, Xylophones and More! With Ms. Perry
We will be expanding on ukulele/recorder/xylophone skills learned during the
school year, extra practice and mini performance at the end of the week!
Music theory skills will be reviewed/taught, along with singing games.

Week 3:
June 21-24

5th Cooking School with Reading and Ms. Nelson
We will “travel the world” on a culinary adventure and read about different
culinary experiences (reading)and work on converting recipes(math) and even
write our own (writing) and recreate some of the world's delicacies (science). It
will be a “yummy” of a time!

Week 4 Academic Camps - June 28th - July 1st

Week/Date Grade
Level

Title and Description

Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

K/1st Pirates! Mermaids and Sharks! Oh My! With Ms. Davis
Set sail on Monday to explore the depths of the deep blue sea.  Then  we'll
jump on board and sail the seven seas with pirates for a day.  While searching
for buried treasure we'll explore mermaids and sharks for the rest of the week.
During our adventure we'll talk like a pirate and walk the plank, dive with the
dolphins, make mermaid slime, and dig for buried treasure without sinking our
ship!

Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

1st A Twist on Fairy Tales with Ms. Balsamo
A fractured fairytale takes a classic fairytale and adds a twist, changes
characters, or often involves something humorous. Join us as we use our
imaginations, interact with one another through hands-on activities including
STEM and enjoy some of our favorite childhood  stories while growing our
reading, writing, math and science skills and seeing how they can become
twisted!!

Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

2nd Out Of This World with Ms. Hebert
Join us as we explore and learn about all the things in space from planets,
comets, stars, the moon and beyond. Strengthen all academic areas  while
enjoying hands on activities each day including  building a rocket.



Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

2nd/3rd The Art of Appreciation: Art, Music and Writing with Ms. LaRue
Join us as we learn about famous artists and different types of music each
day!  From art projects and movement,enjoying music and journaling you are
sure to have a creative and relaxing time!!

Week 3:
June 21-24

3rd Wild Robots with Ms. Lewis
Join us for some robot fun as we read The Wild Robot, create robots, explore
and investigate animal adaptations all while growing our reading, writing,
science skill and using our creativity.

Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

4th/5th Storytime Summer with Ms. Underwood
Calling all book lovers! Join us in our week long literature circle as we read
and discuss a variety of books.  Through conversations we will build
community, learn critical speaking and listening behaviors, as well as deepen
our understanding of books. We will work on creative projects and share what
we read.

Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

4th/5th “Uke” Can Do It! Ukuleles, Recorders, Xylophones and More! With Ms. Perry
We will be expanding on ukulele/recorder/xylophone skills learned during the
school year, extra practice and mini performance at the end of the week!
Music theory skills will be reviewed/taught, along with singing games.

Week4:
June 28 -

July 1

5th Cooking School with Reading and Ms. Nelson
We will “travel the world” on a culinary adventure and read about different
culinary experiences (reading)and work on converting recipes(math) and even
write our own (writing) and recreate some of the world's delicacies (science). It
will be a “yummy” of a time!


